Dear Friends,

It is our pleasure to present a review of Laguna Art Museum’s fiscal year, activities and audited financials from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022.

The year started under an extraordinary set of circumstances. In April of 2021 the museum re-opened after more than a year of pandemic related shutdown. Like other organizations, Laguna Art Museum experienced shuffling and movement of staff in what would later be coined as the great resignation. In May, Julie Perlin Lee began as the new Executive Director. Julie’s selection resulted from a nationwide search which produced top quality candidates. The board was thrilled to attract Julie to Laguna Art Museum. These and other circumstances were embraced by our enthusiastic and future-forward Board of Trustees as opportunities to reevaluate and reset Laguna Art Museum on a trajectory for a reinvigorated and strong future.

Our team’s priorities were focused on being a leader in our vibrant arts community. We set out to connect people of all ages to the arts through in-classroom art lessons, educational public programs and meaningful exhibitions of California art. One of the happiest days at the museum was the return of school children touring our galleries and the LAM Lab! The team worked hard to quadruple the number of educational offerings for all, moving the museum towards its goal of new audience development and positioning the museum as a vibrant center for our local and visiting audiences. Our two largest and most treasured events, the 9th annual Art & Nature Festival and the 40th California Cool Art Auction, were held, bringing our community together to celebrate art, our environment and artists. These activities helped us return to pre-pandemic service numbers which we measure by the number of people who visit the museum and the number of children and students served through art education.
To support our actions, new earned and contributed revenue strategies were developed. We worked to shine a light on our financial and operational activities and were awarded the Platinum Seal of Transparency by the non-profit organization Candid (formally known as Guidestar). The number of individuals who rejoined or continued their support through membership also bounced back. Our donors, 28% of who gave to Laguna Art Museum for the first time, responded to our energetic reopening of the museum with $1.5 million in unrestricted gifts.

While the figures below are found throughout this report, it is worth highlighting here some of Laguna Art Museum’s accomplishments for the year:

- 15 exhibitions
- 2 exhibition catalogs published
- 477 works of art presented, 40% from LAM’s permanent collection
- 1 LAM Lab, a permanent space in the museum devoted to making, playing and creating
- 84 in-classroom art lessons at LBUSD and Boys & Girls Club
- 248 docent-led tours
- 70 public programs at the museum for people of all ages

We are grateful to all who visited, collaborated, learned and participated with Laguna Art Museum this year.

Thank you!
Julie Perlin Lee and Joe Hanauer

Julie Perlin Lee and Joe Hanauer at the 2021 Laguna Art Museum Art & Nature Gala.
**ENDOWMENT**

Laguna Art Museum benefits from three endowment funds with a combined principal value of $3.1 million. The total of the investments was valued at $3.8 million by June 30, 2022. The museum elected to draw $45,000 of investment earnings to support operational costs during the fiscal year.

Beginning in the 1970s and continuing through 2001, the museum established an endowment through the generosity of the Barbara Steele Williams Foundation, the Henry and Grace Steele Foundation and the Virginia Steele Scott Foundation. In 2018, The Draper Family Foundation pledged a $1 million challenge gift that was realized in 2020 during the *100 Years Forward* Campaign. Currently, the campaign is in a quiet phase as Laguna Art Museum positions to grow the endowment in several stages with a goal of reaching $25 million to sustain operations.

**COLLECTION AND EXHIBITIONS**

21 Acquisitions

**Director’s Top Picks**

*Blimp*, 1965
Roger Kuntz
48 x 46 inches
Paintings, Oil, Oil on canvas

*Little Mary*, 1920s
Elanor Colburn
25 x 20 inches
Paintings, Oil, Oil on canvas

*Von Sternberg Residence, Northridge, California*, 1935
Julius Shulman
24 x 20 inches
Photographs, Gelatin silver print, Gelatin silver print
477 Works of art exhibited
188 From museum collection
372 Loaned works from other museums and private collections

15 Special exhibitions:
Wayne Thiebaud: Clowns
Jacques Garnier: Hymns to the Silence
Matthew Rolston, Art People: The Pageant Portraits
Jessie Arms Botke: A Fanciful World
Any-Instant-Whatever
Sky-Space-Time-Change I
Sky-Space-Time-Change II
Our Friend Wayne Thiebaud
Anastasis, Public Installation by Gerard Stripling
Sew Powerful: The Quilts of Allyson Allen
Your Place in the Multiverse: Jean Lowe
Work and Soul: Two Decades of Practice
Striking Figures: Francis De Erdely
Southern California Portraits: Francis De Erdely & John Sonsini
Outlook/Insight: The LCAD Effect
EDUCATION

AT THE MUSEUM
- **51** Adult live and virtual programs
- **19** Youth and family live and virtual programs
- **248** Docent-led tours

IN THE COMMUNITY
- **70** School-based programs (Laguna Beach, Santa Ana)
- **14** Boys and Girls Club programs (Santa Ana)

TOTAL SERVED
- **3,725** Adults
- **957** Youth and family visitors
VISITORS AND MEMBERS

20,988 Museum visitors
953 Members
68 Advisory Circle members
12 Contemporary Circle members
13,257 Email Subscribers

GIVING

Giving percentages divided by purpose:

- 74% Unrestricted
- 15% Education
- 10% Exhibitions
- 0.5% Capital Improvements
- 0.5% Other

Giving Percentages divided by source:

- 62% Individuals
- 23% Foundations
- 14% Government
- 1% Corporate Support

$252,196.43 Net income from Gala 2021 and Art Auction 2022
$1,527,491.34 Total contributed income
343 Donors
434 Donations
$3,519.57 Average gift amount
LEADERSHIP AND STAFF

BOARD OF TRUSTEES as of 6-30-21

Wendy Aird  Betsy Jenkins  Tom Papa
Lita Albuquerque*  Mike Johnson  Susan Pickle*
Rick Balzer  Ken Kaplan Greg  Kaira Rouda
Lori Bassman  MacGillivray  Kristin Samuelian, Vice Chair
Bob Braun, Secretary  Richard Malcolm  Steve Samuelian
Bob Chapman*  Carla Meberg  Elie Weaver
Keith Colestock  Tiare Meegan  Bob Whalen*
Joe Hanauer, Chair  Emil Monda, Treasurer  *ex-officio members

EMERITI
Lou Rohl, Immediate Past Chair
Janet Eggers, President Emeritus
G. Ray Kerciu, President Emeritus
Barbara Steele Williams, President Emeritus

NEW TRUSTEES

Ken Kaplan  Trustee
Kate Mathis  Trustee
Rick Malcolm  Trustee

Tom Papa  Trustee
Wendy Aird  Trustee
NEW STAFF MEMBERS

Nate Bench
Art Education and School Programs Associate

Ryan Callis
Chief Preparator

Victoria Gerard
Deputy Director

Madeline Roth-Scofield
Membership and Database Manager

Ryan Tuffnell
Marketing Coordinator

Daniel Stachowski
Public Programs Coordinator

Blythe Wheaton
Events Coordinator

STAFF as of 6-30-21

Nate Bench
Art Education and School Programs Associate

Daniel Stachowski
Public Programs Coordinator

Ryan Tuffnell
Marketing Coordinator

VISITOR SERVICES
Paul Salomon,
Operations Associate

Linda Cordova
Isabella Finn
Keirnan Johnson
Madison Moses
Stephanie Rose
Charles Smith
Sarah Vanmeeteren
Kevin Williams
Emma Yervandyan

Tim Campbell
Registrar

Lucila Ucio
Director of Operations

Sabina Vitale
Executive Assistant to Director

Blythe Wheaton
Events Coordinator

Victoria Gerard
Deputy Director

Julie Perlin Lee
Executive Director

Madeline Roth-Scofield
Membership and Database Manager

Tim Schwab
Art Director
Laguna Art Museum gratefully acknowledges the following individuals, businesses and foundations for their generous support between July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022.

### $100,000 AND ABOVE

- Yvonne Boseker
- City of Laguna Beach
- Estate of Al Roberts
- Laura and Louis Rohl
- Elie Weaver and Hilton Weinberg
- Mike Johnson and Taka Oiwa
- Jan and Kenneth Kaplan
- Armando Leite
- Linda Lichter
- Kate and Jared Mathis
- Tiare and Patrick Meegan
- Michèle and Emil Monda
- Martha and James Newkirk
- Gail and Peter Ochs
- Angel and Tom Papa
- Kris and Charles Peyton

### $50,000 - $99,999

- Anonymous
- McBeth Foundation
- The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
- Rick Balzer
- Lori and Harley Bassman
- Priscilla and Ranney Draper
- Jane and Joe Hanauer
- Betsy and Gary Jenkins
- Richard and Kathleen Malcolm
- Azam and Fariborz Maseeh
- Carla and Jeff Meberg
- The Offield Family Foundation
- Orange County 5th District
- The Segerstrom Foundation

### $25,000 - $49,999

- The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
- Rick Balzer
- Lori and Harley Bassman
- Priscilla and Ranney Draper
- Jane and Joe Hanauer
- Betsy and Gary Jenkins
- Richard and Kathleen Malcolm
- Azam and Fariborz Maseeh
- Carla and Jeff Meberg
- The Offield Family Foundation
- Orange County 5th District
- The Segerstrom Foundation

- Michael Ray
- Ray Redfern
- Kaira and Harley Rouda
- Kristin and Steve Samuelian
- Michael Schreter
- Jennifer Steele
- Thomas B. Stiles, II and Barbara Alexander
- Arthur Strick, M.D.
- Jill Tucker
- Two Sisters Foundation
- Gena and George Vrabeck
- Marnie and Brett Wall
- Colin Welch

### $10,000 - $24,999

- Barbara Steele Williams Designated Agency Endowment of OCCF
- Bob Braun
- Leone and Richard Adler
- Wendy Aird
- Marc Beck
- Sue Capelli
Laurie Kraus and Donnie Crevier
Mary Carrington
Chase Dickie
Clayton Casner
Sandra and Bram Dijkstra
Melissa and Jeff Cavanaugh
Kim Endelson
Enrique Ceniceros and Kevin Sperry
Christina and Warren Haines
Simon K. Chiu
Helen Frankenthaler Foundation, Inc.
Clark and Greg Collins
Brenda Bucklew and David Hopper
Evalyn Daniel-putnam
Jamie Huante
Barbara and Tad Danz
Kellie and Gary Johnson
Todd Davis and Chris Richter
Lisa and John Mansour
Alison Davis
Jeffrey Morgan
Michelle and Reg DelPonte
Linda and Mike Mussallem
Jeannie Denholm
Pat Patterson
Deborah and Leon Drucker
Susan Pickle and Joel Arenson
Kimberlee Duncan
Janet and Walkie Ray
Janet and Henry Eggers
Brian Ross
Terena Eisner
Irene Vlitos Rowe and Kevin Rowe
Becky Howard Fallon
Dr. Kelly Tucker
Johanna and Gene Felder
Ray Wirta
Fieldstone Leadership Network
Nadine Witkin
Ruben Flores
Karolina Zatorska
FOA Foundation of Laguna Beach
Katie and Andrew Zinn
Patricia Ford
Gwen and Joe Ziomek
Janet and Henry Eggers
$1,000 - $4,999
Mary and Nick Alexander
Nancy and Chuck Fry
Pamela Banks
Shannon Garcia
Eric Berkowitz
Gertie and Jacques Garnier
Peter Black
Scott Gaudineer
Morgana Blackwelder
William C. Georges
Bob Brannon
Michelle Gilliatte
David Brouwer
Eddie Gomez
Gregory Brown
Susan and Richard Gordinier
Lauren Pinter Brown
Tijana and Paul Hamilton
Susie Campbell
Eric Hanks
Valerie Cantwell
T.S. Harris
Kellie and Gary Johnson
Barbara and John Hazeltine
Gwen and Joe Ziomek
Sharon Hensley
Janet and Mark Hilbert
Steven L. Holley
Hasty Honarkar
Hotchkis and Wiley Capital Management
India Hynes
J. Stanley and Mary W. Johnson Family
Foundation
Judith and Howard Jelinek
Korey Jorgensen
Laguna Cellar
Laguna Fine Arts
Mary and Matt Lawson
Dorothy and Allen Lay
Jennifer Casher Lehman
Michael Liikala
Marilyn Loesberg
Barbara and Greg Macgillivray
Karen McCulley
Kristy Santimyer-Melita and Danny Melita
Philippine du Mérac
Margot and Mitchell Milias
Elyse Caraco Miller
Pamela and James Muzzy
George F. Newell III
Dr. Margaret E. Noce and Dr. Peter S. Noce
Ashley Patterson
Suzanne and Theodore Paulson
Julie Perlin Lee and David Lee
Virginia Crawford Pierrepont
Mark Porterfield
David A. Powers
Yuri Psinakis
Diana and Michael Rapport
Teddie Ray
Susan and John Reese
Rosanna and Andy Rocker
ROHL
Briana Sanderson
Colleen Scully
Margot and Michael Shapiro
Sherman Library and Gardens
Margaret and Dan Siegel
Stephany and Morris Skenderian
Raymond Soto
Ruth Stafford
Sue and Gary Stewart
Diane Stovall
William Townsend
Kathleen and Richard Tucker
Alberto Vitale
Jean and Donald Vivrette
Lucie Weng
Kirsten and Bob Whalen
Marnie Wickert
Scott Wilkie
Susan and George Wood
Jennifer Wright
Jennifer Yelland

$500 - $999
Anonymous Donor via Bank of New York Mellon
Anonymous Donors via Give Lively Foundation Inc.
Erin and Wit Batchelor
William Bazley
Michael Blake Dominick
Judy Blossom
Genny Boccardo-Dubey and Frank Dubey
Gordon Brodfuehrer
JoAnn Burciaga
Maura and Kevin Byrne
Mindy Cherri
Hugh Clark
Blair and Anthony Contratto
Christopher Cotten
Dr. Hoda Culver
Jaden Garza
Joan Gladstone and Ed Gillow
Constance Glenn
Melissa Gordon
Glenn Gray
Amy J. Guinn
Vicki Sheryl Gumm
Tara and Carey Hotchkis
Jack Jakosky
Becky Jones
Regina Kessler and Jeffrey Kessler
Joe Marsico
Ilona Martin
Georgeana Ireland Mayle
Brigitte Medak
Cathy and Laurence Nokes
Ellen Pickler Harris and Ron Harris
Sue and John Prange
Nancy Meyers Richley
Maxine P Schmidl
Richard Scudamore
Doron Silverman
Soho Taco
Adrian Stern
Cynthia Walker Priddy
Eric Wilson
Cynthia Wittenberg

$499 AND BELOW
Anonymous Donors via The Blackbaud Giving Fund
Anonymous Donors via The Boeing Company
Anonymous Donors via Charities Aid Foundation of America
Kathleen and Gregg Abel
Brian Adams
Camille Bertolet and Dennis Aigner
Manuel Alvarez
Margaret and Desi Alvarez
Gertrud and Jay Andrus
Jacob Arredondo
Hanna Bae
Kathleen and Nicholas Barker
Irene and Jerome Barr
Sharon Barr Day
Jane Bauman
Linda and Steve Beaird
K.L. and R.L. Belt
Dorothy Bendetti
Russell Berg
Judy and Jim Bergman
Christina Binkley
Lynne Bisciglia
JNell Brittelle-Shane
Loren Brodhead
Erin Browne
Dorothy and Jerry Burnett
Tim Campbell
Ira Carlin
Shirley and Storm Case
Donna Cathey
Sheri and Red Cavaney
Elene and Robert Chamberlain
Joseph Chappell
Frances and Ronald Chilcote
Mary Christie
Nancy Coop
Melanie and Michael Cooper
Daryle Lynn and Kenneth Cornelison
Gordon Cowan
Susan Gardner-Cronin and Frank Cronin
Cheryl Kosky and Anthony Dalessi
Nancy Daudistel
Catharine Deely
Terry Delisi
Katie Deutschman
Heidi and John Dobrott
Joann Driggers
Christine and Alan Duke
Christiane Engel
Leanne and Howard Englander
Molly and Rich English
Nora Fascenelli
Adrienne and Steven Fayne
Peggy and Jon Feder
Sharon Fitzsimons
Ralph Flewelling
Jane and Glenn Fowler
Petrina and Gerald Friede
Sharon and Tom Fuelling
Mary Lee and William Gair
Margaret Gates
Gina Genis
Debra and William Gerard
Victoria and Matthew Gerard
Darrylin and Tom Girvin
Jessica and Skylar Glasier
Cynthia Glazer
Karen Gray
Christine and Alex Haidos
Anita and Denis Halton
Kathy and David Halvorson
Diana Hammer and Paul Zajda
Patricia J. Hancock
Ken Hanzlik
Sharon and Michael Hardy
Andrea Harris
Loren Harris-Heller
Josette and Rod Hatter
Dr. John R. Heckenlively, MD
Cate Heyming
Michelle Highberg
Barbara Hillman
Jerry Ho
Eva Hodjera
Renee and Jerry Hornbeak
Pamela and Andrew Horowitz
Isabelle Howard
Harry Huggins
Kelly Hull
Sheila Inserra
Georgeanna Ireland
Toni Iseman
Gary T. Izumi
Patrick Jackson
Kara Jacobs
Susan Janis
Eric Jessen
Ken Jillson
Andre Johnson
Jquincy Johnson
Rozann and Noel Johnson
Gayle and Tom Joliet
Steve Jones
Lucetta Kallis
Alyssa Karn
Toni and Steven Kellenberg
Lily Kim
Helen and Buzz Kinnaird
Mary-Austin Klein and Scott Fajack
Lynee Kniss
Marlene Konnar and John Baldeschiwieler
Elaine and Adrian Kuyper
Houda Afifi and Ahmed Labbate
Jackie and John Lamirande
Bonne and Thomas Lawyer
Athena Wright and Stephen Lubman
Michelle Luhan
Larry Lytle
Kim MacConnel
Shelley Madarang
Sue Mathis
Erin McDonald
Karla Mckenzie
Barbara and Ken McMurray
Sandy McPherson
Jean and Robert McWhinney
Medtronic
Robin Merlo
Karen and Rael Merson
Paula and Thomas Meyer
Lynn Meyers and Dana Terp
Steve Miller
Christy Miller
Cynical Mills
Bradley Morrice
Ellen Narver
Sonia Nava
Jason Nolan
Patti and John Ohslund
Jeanne and Igor Olenicoff
Alfred Orrostiteta
Carolyn Owen-Towle
Tony Maquet and Thomas Panno
Katy Parks Wilson
Victoria and Charles Parret
Barbara and Tom Peckennaugh
Richard Perlin
Dorothea and Peter Perrin
Madeleine Peterson
Anthony Pinto
Jackie Pirkle
David Platinum
Therese Poitevin
Susan Medwied and James Porth
Justin Pratt
Astrid Preston
Lucinda Prewitt
Quadient Leasing
Andrea Adelson and Scott Reckard
Christopher Leslie and Anthony Reese
Suzanna Regos
Ellen Richard
Alexandar Richardson
Mitch Ridder
Deborah and Michael Rider
Patti Romo
Ian Ross
Brian Ross
Madeline Roth-Scofield and Lucas Scofield
Maria Ruby
Jack Ruehlman
Sharon A. Sagar
Lena Salvacion
Kathleen Farinacci and Lee Sandler
Nell Schneider
Jack and Katharine Schoellerman
Jen Herr and Tim Schwab
Janette and Tully Seymour
Earlene and Herb Seymour
Jasmine Shodja
Judy Shuster
Lia Skidmore
Lesa Smith
Miriam L. Smith
Robert Soghomon
Barbara and Lawrence Spitz
Joyce Spriggs
Daniel Stachowski
Susan and James Staub
D. Stroebel
Sarah and Martino Strozza
Christine and Tad Sullivan
Gretchen Westgaard and Gay Sutherland
James Irvine Swinden
Mark Teran
Bernard Tranel
Erin Tripp
Elizabeth Turk
Lucila Ucio
Dénise van den Berg
Amir William van der Vliet Oloomi
Sarah VanMeeteren
Marjhan Vasseghi
Sabina Vitale
Jerald Waldman
Amanda and Johnny Walker
Judson Slusser and Charles Walworth
Lee Warnick
Gina Chironis and Jeff Weinhuff
Margaret Wells
Fritzi Werner
Lisa Wilson-Shaff
Linda Winslow
Ellen Winter
Susan and Randall Woodworth
Suzanne Yankovic
Marcia Yury
CONTRIBUTING ARTISTS AND ARTWORK DONORS

Laguna Art Museum is grateful to the following artists and artwork donors for their participation in the 40th Annual California Cool Art Auction and our year-round programming.

Kim Abeles
Allyson Allen
Helen Allois
Natalie Arnoldi
Kim Baise
Rick Balzer
Eddie Barbini
Marlo Bartels
Jane Bauman
Billy Al Bengston
Kelly Berg
Maria Bertrán
Paul Binnie
Sandow Birk
Mindy Cherri
Judy Chicago
Kevork Cholakian
Gene Cooper
Kimerlee Curyl
Evalyn Daniel Putnam
William Darling
Deborah Davidson
Woods Davy
Laddie John Dill
LinHui Ding
Heidi Dobrott
Tom Dowling
Jorg Dubin
Julie Easton
David Eddington
Ned Evans
Karen Feuer-Schwager
Baldemar Fierro
Kaori Fukuyama
Jacques Garnier
Gianne de Genevraye
Eric Gerdau
Jeff Gillette
Lawrence Gipe
Jimi Gleason
Liz Goldner
Kristina Grace
Chris Gwaltney
Robert Hansen
Kenny Harris
Tracey Sylvester Harris
Laurie Hassold
Danny Heller
Scot Heywood
Nick Hunt
Georgeana Ireland
Kelsey Irvin
Carolyn Johnson
Kathy Jones
Jeff Juhlin
Sherry Karver
G. Ray Kerciu
Mary-Austin Klein
David Krovblit
Tom Lamb
Kristin Leachman
David Michael Lee
Mike Lee
Dave Lefner
Barbara Leideritz
Ludo Leideritz
Jean Lowe
Carl Lozada
Kim MacConnel
Victoria Macmillan
Adam Mars
Kaydad Maseeh
Vernita Mason
Fitz Maurice
Jill Maytorena
Elizabeth McGhee
Scott McMillin
Pierce Meehan
Rebeca Mendez
David Milton
Mary Mizioch
Kelley Mogilka
Ellen Montgomery
Mia Moore
Andy Moses
Gwynn Murrill
Brad Neal
Kenton Nelson
Michael Obermeyer
Fabia Panjarian
Da Aie Park
Kenton Parker
Casey Parlett
Sian Poeschl  
Serena Potter  
Astrid Preston  
Bret Price  
Robert Redding  
Richard Reiner  
Bruce Richards  
Chris Richter  
Matthew Rolston  
Irene Vlitos Rowe and Kevin Rowe  
Ed Ruscha  
Brittany Ryan  
Carol Saindon  
Bradford Salamon  
Joanna Sarapata  
SCAPE Gallery  
Daniela Schweitzer  
Adam Schwerner  
Jeff Sewell  
Caleb Siemon and Carmen Salazar  
Michael Situ  
John Sonsini  
Pat Sparkuhl  
Gerard Basil Stripling  
Fred Tomaselli  
Cecil Touchon  
Dr. Kelly Tucker  
Elizabeth Turk  
Vargas Vargas  
Clay Vorhes  
Beth Waldman  
Michael Ward  
Stephanie Weber  
Roger Weik  
Kirsten Whalen  
Mason Williams  
Joy Wolf  
William Wray  
Scott Yeskel  
Peter Zokosky  
Heather Zusman
MEMBERS
Memberships were purchased or awarded between July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022.

DIRECTOR’S COUNCIL LEVEL
Janet Blake and Ken Zandieh
Gail and Peter Ochs
Diane Silber
Sara and Malcolm Warner

CURATOR LEVEL
Yvonne Boseker
Cathy and Peter Savage

FELLOW LEVEL
Carol and Robert Summers
Marnie and Brett Wall

CONTRIBUTOR LEVEL
Lita Albuquerque
Rick Balzer
Linda Banks
Lori and Harley Bassman
Leigh Bell
Bob Braun
Brenda Bucklew and David Hopper
Nancy Bushnell
Robert Chapman
Kessia Reis and Jackson Cloak
Blair and Anthony Contratto
Evalyn Daniel-Putnam
Barbara and Tad Danz
Sandra and Bram Dijkstra
Deborah and Leon Drucker
Teri Eichenauer
Kathleen Farinacci and Lee Sandler
Johanna and Gene Felder

Nancy and Chuck Fry
Jane and Joe Hanauer
Gary and Betsy Jenkins
Eric Jessen
Mike Johnson and Taka Oiwa
Jan and Kenneth Kaplan
Ellen and Roger Kempler
Vickie and Tom Lamb
Mary and Matt Lawson
Courtney Lucy
Barbara and Greg MacGillivray
Kathleen and Richard Malcolm
Melinda and Pierre Masson
Kate and Jared Mathis
Karen McCulley
Gina and Jessica Mead
Carla and Jeff Meberg
Tiare and Patrick Meegan
Michèle and Emil Monda
Martha and James Newkirk
Heather O’Shea
Angel and Tom Papa
Elma Payton
Susan Pickle and Joel Arenson
Chris Quilter
Laura and Louis Rohl
Brian Ross
Kaira and Harley Rouda
Kristin and Steve Samuelian
Francine and Daniel Scinto
Miriam L. Smith
Nancy Smith
Melinda Stanton and Guy Stroscher
Diane Stovall
Arthur Strick, M.D.
Dr. Kelly Tucker
Elie Weaver and Hilton Weinberg
Kirsten and Bob Whalen
Mary Williams
Jennifer Yelland
Elizabeth and William Zollars

PATRON LEVEL
Stephanie A. Smith
Wendy Aird
Joe Baker and Elliott Kornhauser
Carole Urie-Chickering and Robert Chickering
Kate and Michael Clark
Judy Flynn and Jon Cobain
Judy and Dan Daniels
Margaret Gates
Karen and Robert Gilbert
Jamie Glazer
Judith Gorski
Vicki Sheryl Gumm
Christina and Warren Haines
Antoinette Hall
Ellen Pickler Harris and Ron Harris
George C. Heed
Erin Highberg
Jennifer Kallis
Sue and Gary Stewart
Ali Long
Lisa and John Mansour
Barbara and Ken McMurray
George F. Newell III
Donna Nishizu McFarland
Linda and Garrett Pack

Lauren and Richard Packard
Madeleine Peterson
Jean Platt
Waverly Ray
Lester Savit
Michael Schreter
Danielle and Michael Seal
Constance and Donald Sperling
Grey Summa
Susan and George Wood
Vincent Zaballa

CONTEMPORARY CIRCLE LEVEL
Susi and Massih Ahranjani
Joseph Chappell
Clark and Greg Collins
Tara and Carey Hotchkis
Linda Scott-Katz and Michael Katz
Elaine and Adrian Kuyper
Brigitte Medak
Allison Motherway
Raymond Soto
Supporter Level
Walter Alvarado
Ken Aubuchon
Hoyt Bacon and Vern Joens
Amanda Bagheri
Faye Baglin
Steve Barker
John Barron
Michael Bates
Susan and Gary Baughman
Jane Bauman
Marc Beck
Maggie Bingham and Will Carter
Choo Choo and Dennis Boyer
Edward Brady
Kitty Brennan
Kathleen and Laurence Brown
Amanda Burke
Hedy Buzan and Robert Williamson
Anastasia Cardona
John Carlyle
Patricia Carpenter
Frances and Ronald Chilcote
Stephanie Colantoni and Paul Landman
John Coleman
Jodie Cook
Patricia and Gene Cooper
Alison Cotter
Judy Cunningham
Cheryl Kosky and Anthony Dalessi
Carole and James Daley
Nancy Daudistel
Alison Davis and Cameron Davis
Christine and Jason de Bretteville
Dr. Linda De Villers
Aileen and Roger Dear
Joy Dittberner and Thomas L. Peters
Lisa and Tom Dowling
Barbara Dubois-Hoag
Christine Eisenberg
Kelly and Steven Ellman
Leanne and Howard Englander
Adrienne and Steven Fayne
Karen Feuer-Schwager and Gary Schwager
Virginia and Neil Fitzpatrick
Judy and Carl Formato
Pamela and Larry Fortmuller
Anne and Richard Frank
Catherine Jurca and Scott Fraser
Petrina and Gerald Friede

Barbara Seymour and Luis Giordano
Odette and Theodore Gotsch
Elaine Grist and Bill Tuohy
Craig Hadix
Ann and Timothy Haight
Beverly and Stephen Halsey
Kathy and David Halvorson
Julie and Steve Hamm
Diana Hammer and Paul Zajda
Dale Harbour-Day
Steven Hecht
Mary Anne Henderson
Rona and Rob Henry
Kimberley Himmelberg
Renee and Jerry Hornbeak
Alison Patt-Insinna and Tobias Insinna
Toni Iseman
Linda and Jeffrey Jahraus
Cathrine Ji
Rosemarie Johnson
Jeanne and Tad Jones
Deborah Joyce
Mary Kastner
Toni and Steven Kellenberg
Ehsan Khanaman
Cheryl Kitchner and Sandy Kitchner
Karen Klammer and Lauryl Sabaroff
Diane and Cort Kloke
Cathy and David Krinsky
Lee Kucera
Margo Kutner and Gary Stewart
Sarah and Randall Lake
Deborah Laughton and George Weiss
Alan Lawson
Trevor Lepenske
Alexandra Linden
Robin Liu and Chiyao Peng
Anne Llewellyn
Bianca LoCascio
Anthony Madsen
Sally and Steven Mann
Dorrie and Paul Markovits
Pilarr and Frank Marmolejo
Charlotte and Alexander Masarik
Glenna Matthews
Colleen McCallion
Alice and Owen McPherson
Nicole and Jason McQuaid
Ken Melgoza
Leslie Wolcott and Ronald Meyer
Dana Terp and Lynn Meyers
Christy Miller
John Miller
John Miller
Mary Minerman
Jacquie and Robert Moffett
Mary Mooney
Jeanette Morck
Sharon and Joseph Mule
Janet Naess
Betty Nealis
Abby Newman
Carol and Roger Nilsen
Jason Olin
Marilyn and Robert Oskin
Suzanne and Theodore Paulson
Margaret Peters
Jo Ann Post
Ginny Preston
Jacqueline and David Price
Brad Raimondo
Andrea Adelson and Scott Reckard
Walter Reiss
Vanessa and Tom Ribarich
Cris and James Robinson
Ellen Rose
Joan Rowe
Jeanne Scheper
Deborah and Robert Schlesinger
Vicki Schramm
Earlene and Herb Seymour
Claudette Shaw
Lia Skidmore
Sandra Smith
Diane Smith
Mary Spease
Judy and Jan Stamm
Edward Storke
Kay Sullivan
Lonnie Sutter
Anita and Keith Thomas
Patricia Tisone
Rev. Patricia Truman
Deidra Wager
Susan and Christopher Weidhaas
Patricia and G. William Weier
Robert Wellman
Fritzi Werner
Sandra Wheeler
Anne and Kurt Wiese
Dr. Barbara Wright

DUAL LEVEL
Cari Abbate and Ryan Abbate
Siri Adams
Pam Risher and Robert Ader
Lorraine and Lou Adler
Camille Bertolet and Dennis Aigner
Alice Marks
Mike Marriner
Jeff McEachern
Paula Meyer
Cheryl and Mark Michelon
Nancy Miller and George Palmer
Maryellen and Douglas Moran
Margo Morgenlander and Dale O’Neal
Ellen and Jim Mortimer
Susan and Bud Nawa-Raridon
Georgene and Bob Nelson
Brett Nodelman
Jeanne and Igor Olenicoff
Sharon and George Orff
Maggie and Roger Owens
Carolyn Owen-Towle
Beverly and Louis Pavlovich
Barbara and Tom Peckenpaugh
Beverly Peiser
Dirk Petchul
Jill and Ross Philo
Sandra Pink
Anne and Don Polkingharn
Norman Powell
Amy Quach
Audria Quillian
Thomas Robison
D. Romo
Marcella and Harvey Rosene
Marrie Stone and Jeff Rovner
Isabela Scaglioni Ribeiro
Harriet and Jim Selna
Kim Shepherd
Linda and Stanley Sholik
Judy and Max Shuster
Margaret and Dan Siegel
Stephany and Morris Skenderian
Dennis Smith
Elizabeth Steele Basile
Dawn and Dean Stephan
Linda and Jean Stern
Gretchen Westgaard and Gay Sutherland
Dr. Jack Syage
Susan Thieler
Monica and Richard Thompson
Daniela Thompson
Ashley and Sean Tiner
Celeste and Patrick Vos
Angela Wells
Patricia White
Ellen Winter
Joanne and Mark Witkowski
Georgetta Wolff
Susan and Randall Woodworth
Karla Worsdell
Erin Zamora
Carole Zavala

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
Pamela B. Adams
Jordan Adeboye
Mick Bacich
Marianne and Robert Barone
Judith Barry
Cathy and Marlo Bartels
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